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When God gives you a vision it is a picture into your 

future. When envisioning the Lord’s vision for your life you 

see yourself at the END of the vision in your mind. 

However, that picture is NOT the reality.  

That vision is His plan for your life. However, God’s plan is 

NOT fulfilled immediately. It is accomplished over time. 

The Lord allows you to see what He has for you so you 

can be patient on the journey He is going to take you on.  

GOD SHOWS YOU THE VISION SO YOU WON’T GET 

DISCOURAGED WITH THE JOURNEY.  

GOD ORDERS YOUR STEPS  



God did not say He will order your leaps. He said He will 

order your steps. Psalms  37:23 says, “the steps of a good 

man are ordered by the Lord: and he delighteth in his way.” 

There is no shortcut in completing the vision God has 

given you. God wants you to succeed with style, grace 

and integrity. This is why He orders your steps. Moving in 

steps allows you to build your character, mature in faith, 

learn void of pressure, make mistakes, etc.  

Steps are seasons of GROWTH. The vision you see in the 

infancy stage will require you to endure multiple seasons 

of growth to get you READY to inherit the vision. The 

reason why it is taking so long too complete the vision is 

because you have to GROW into the vision. You do not 

walk into the vision.  

GROWING IS DIFFERENT THAN WALKING. 

Growing is a slower process than walking. Growing is 

more tedious than walking. Growing is more 



unpredictable than walking. People grow in stages. 

However, they walk daily.  

Here’s the point, growing into your vision requires God to 

place you in circumstances that are OUTSIDE of your 

control. Walking into your vision requires you to RECEIVE 
the provision God has prepared for you.  

The vision you see will require you to have a(n) 

uncommon level of understanding, wisdom, talent and 

patience. You do not develop this quickly. It is through 

trials, tests and tribulations that you become the person 

your vision requires.  

THE SEED WITHIN YOU 

The value that is in you are seeds of greatness that need 

to be cultivated and nurtured. These seeds are the tools 

that will be sharpened over time to make you proficient 

and efficient to the vision.  



Like any seed, it needs to be developed because seeds 

are levels of greatness hidden in potential. As God orders 

your STEPS He is cultivating the seeds of greatness within 

in.  

HERE’S WHAT I MEAN  

⁃ Every enduring trial is building your TOLERANCE and 

PATIENCE.  

⁃ Your trouble of dealing with difficult people is 

cultivating your LEADERSHIP ability.  

⁃ The test of temptation is nurturing your level of 

UNDERSTANDING about yourself.  

All of life’s circumstances orchestrated by God are meant 

to PREPARE you for the vision. Visions take long too 

manifest because your development process is TEDIOUS. 

Do not be discouraged if you have not seen your vision 

come to pass. Do not give up on your vision because it 

hasn’t manifested.  



The vision is not alleviating you. It is WAITING on you to 

mature so you can handle the responsibility it requires. 

Manifested vision is not the absence of responsibility. It is 

the ADDITION of responsibility!  

GOD DEVELOPS YOUR ABILITY TO HANDLE 

GREAT RESPONSIBILITY!  

At the end of the day, vision is NOT a short term goal. It is 

a long term mandate that God gives a person. When you 

get the vision, write it down, make it plain and remember 

to be PATIENT with the developmental process. Your 

vision will come true in its DUE season.  

Habakkuk 2:2-3 says, “And the Lord answered me, and said, 

Write the vision, and make it plain upon tables, that he may 

run that readeth it. For the vision is yet for an appointed time, 

but at the end it shall speak, and not lie: though it tarry, wait 

for it; because it will surely come, it will not tarry.” 
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